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TU tours Civil Rights monuments
Students reflect
on experiences
Becah Schwartz
Staff Writer

20 students and two faculty
leaders headed to the South on a
civil rights trip from April 26-29.
This was the Global Studies
Peace and Conflict course’s fifth
trip to the civil rights sites over
the years.
The itinerary covered the
following places: Franklin,
Tennessee; Memphis, Tennessee;
Birmingham, Alabama; Selma,
A l a b a m a ; M o n t g o m e r y,
Alabama.
Th e t e a m of stu d e n t s
consisted mainly of those in the
course as well as a couple others
from the Office of International
Programs. The Rev. Greg Dyson,
vice president for intercultural
leadership and church relations,
and S cott Moeschb erger,
professor of global studies
and director of orphans and
vulnerable children program,
led the trip.
Starting off the trip in Franklin,

Photograph provided by Taylor University

Scott Moeschberger helped lead
the team of faculty and students.

Tennessee, the team visited the
United States Colored Troops
Statue in the Franklin public
square.
They also visited Strong Tower
Bible Church to meet with Pastor
Chris Williamson, who is active
by helping tell the fuller stories
of African Americans in his
community. Williamson and
his wife, Dorena, are also both
authors and Dorena will be
coming out with a book about
Juneteenth soon.
In Memphis, a key location
they visited is the Lorraine
Motel, the site of Martin Luther
King Jr.’s assassination. There

is also a Civil Rights Museum
on-site.
Birmingham, Alabama is the
location of the 16th Street Baptist
Church that was bombed in
September 1963. They visited
this church along with Kelly
Ingram Park and the Civil Rights
Institute.
The Edmund Pettus Bridge was
the next stop in Selma, Alabama.
This bridge is now a National
Historic Landmark following the
brutal Bloody Sunday beatings
during the first march for voting
rights. Also located in Selma is
the Brown Chapel AME Church,
the site of preparations for the
march to Montgomery in March
of 1965.
T h e l a st st o p w a s i n
Montgomery, Alabama. Here, the
Equal Justice Initiative has the
National Memorial for Peace and
Justice, the first memorial of its
kind which displays the history
of lynching across the US. The
team attended this as well as
the site of the Montgomery Bus
Boycott and the Dexter Avenue
church, where King started
his preaching.

“Civil rights experiences help
all peoples learn and experience
the history that for many they
have read about but are less
aware of the details,” Dyson
said. “We (visited) some of the
important locations where
events occurred that shaped our
understanding of slavery, voter
rights, and diversity.”
Moeschberger agreed, going
more into depth on the historical
importance of civil rights trips.
“Going to these places where
(history) comes alive and
(hearing) from the people who
were connected to the struggle
in some way gives a more
complete picture about what was
happening in our nation’s history
at the time,” Moeschberger
said. “History repeats itself. We
talk a lot about these current
conversations that seem to be
connected, like voting rights. You
can’t talk about voting rights in
this country and not go back to
some of these historical pieces.”
Looking at w h ere we
have been as a country and
understanding how that has

TheEchoNews.com

Town of Upland
Primary Elections
Upland Town Council
John Bonham (R, District 3)
Brian L. Hunt (R, District 3)
Jerry Briles (R, At-Large)
Ron Sutherland (R, At-Large)
Kevin R. Webb (R, At-Large)

County Elections
Sheriff

Ed Beaty (R)
Kevin Carmichael (R)
Eric Fields (R)
Delmiro Garcia (R)
Scott Hailey (R)

Auditor

Council

Mike Scott (R, District 1)
Frank Hix (R, District 1)
Mark Leming (R, District 1)
Michael Conner (R, District 1)

Coroner

Angie Jarvis (R)

Stephen Dorsey (R)

Assessor

Rhonda Wylie (R)

Commissioner

Ronald Stewart Jr. (R)

Upland Voting:

Upland Community Church, 329 W. Berry Ave.
May 3, 6 a.m.-6 p.m.
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Student Senate restructures for next school year
Leadership adapts
to changing needs
Sarah Maloney
Staff Writer

With the end of the 2021-22
school year soon approaching,
Tay l o r ’s S t u d e n t S e n a t e
announced plans to reconstruct
their organization for next year.
Junior Kenley Blake will be
2022-23 student body president
and junior Josue Villalobos
was voted as vice president.
They were both elected by
the Taylor student body for
these positions.
In the past, student body vice
presidents have also taken the
roles of Senate chair. Over the
years, they have often found
themselves getting spread too
thin.
Alth o u g h a n i n t e r v i e w

Photograph provided by Jorge Martinez de Santiago

Senior Jorge Martinez de Santiago
serves as the current Senate Chair.

process has replaced elections
for student senators over the
past couple of years due to
COVID, the election process has
returned this year.
“ What we’ve decided to
do is separate that role of
Senate chair from the VP and
hire a different person within
Senate,” current Student Body
Vice President and senior Jorge

Martinez de Santiago said.
Not only would this lighten
the load of work for the
president and VP, but it would
also add a new perspective and
more experience. The Senate
chair is required to have been
on Senate for at least one year
prior to gaining this position.
With their experience, they will
understand how the Senate is
run and can help show the new
president and vice president the
ropes of the position.
Although Blake and Villalobos
are voted on by students, they
actually had the opportunity
to choose who they wanted
as their Senate chair. Once
they got elected for next year,
they met with and considered
multiple people to be Senate
chair before ultimately deciding
on who would be perfect for the
position.

Siwon Heo, current
sophomore, is currently in
Senate and will be the 2022-23
school year Senate chair.
“She’s already been sitting
for one year and she knows
how things go … she can take
everything and make it even
better,” Martinez de Santiago
said about Heo.
Within the senate, there are
four subcommittees. These
subcommittees include student
health, facilities/maintenance,
athletics/academics and social
issues/diversity.
Each subcommittee currently
has two to four people in them,
which makes for 13 people total
on Student Senate. They have
appreciated the closeness of the
small community, but do find
their work to be a lot at times.
With this in mind, they plan to
have at least 4 members in each

subcommittee next year.
“ We are keeping it small
but not too small to have that
diversity, because we want to
cover a lot of bases,” Martinez
de Santiago said.
Martinez de Santiago
emphasized the importance
of having and understanding
different perspectives from
students. Senate is currently
re p re s e n t e d by m u l t i p l e
ethnicities, student athletes,
students with different majors
and students from all different
walks of life. Not only this, but
the students in Senate also
intentionally talk and listen to
opinions from their peers.
Going into next year, Senate
is excited to continue projects
they had this year as well as
start more projects. One focus
they are hoping to continue is
putting more lights out across

campus so that people feel safer
walking at night.
“Things take time, and so
what’s great is that some of the
projects they’re still working on
will be able to go into next year,”
Martinez de Santiago said.
With the majority of students
in Senate being freshman and
sophomores, the group is
excited about what the future
could look like.
Taylor Student Outreach,
which includes Senate, recently
made videos describing what
Senate, TSO and ICC are. They
hope that through these videos,
Senate will be amplified to more
students and interest from
freshmen will continue to rise.
Fo r a n y q u e s t i o n s o r
comments, Senate can be
reached at talktosenate@taylor.
edu.
echo@taylor.edu

Taylor receives $3 million gift for film building

Ken, Virginia Cornwall
make donation

Taylor University is pleased
to announce a $3 million
dollar gift from Ken and
Virginia Cornwall of Atlanta,
Georgia, for construction of
their new academic building
that will house Taylor’s awardwinning f ilm and m edi a
program and the development
of a new entrepreneurial and
innovation hub.
“This significant gift from the
Cornwall family brings the reality
of Taylor’s new film, media, and

entrepreneurship facility even
closer. We have an opportunity
to make a significant impact on
our culture and send out young
men and women to serve the
world in these areas,” said Taylor
President, D. Michael Lindsay.
“Ken and Virginia Cornwall’s
investment in Taylor is an
investment in the future.”
Ken Cornwall , founder,
president and CEO of ProSet/
P r o Ve n t Sy st e m s , b e ga n
manufacturing innovative
plumbing products in the early
1980s. Cornwall holds over 50
patents and his worldwide
customers include major
hotels, entertainment venues
like Disney World, professional
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sports stadiums, and the
Department of Defense.
The Cornwall family has been a
generous donor to the University
for the past decade. In 2014, Ken
Cornwall was recognized with
an honorary Doctor of Business
by President Eugene Habecker
and President Emeritus Jay
Kesler for his contributions to
the manufacturing industry
and his commitment to a
biblically anchored and Christcentered life.
In recogntion of the generosity
of the Cornwall family, the new
academic building will house a
primary teaching and learning
area, named the Cornwall
Gallery and Educational Center.

Follow The Echo on
Instagram, Twitter
& Facebook
@Echo_TaylorU

Taylor’s Film and Media program has won more than 575
external awards, including
CINEs, Tellys, and multiple
recognitions from the regional Emmy organization. This
year, Taylor received its first
national College Television
Award from the Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences
in Hollywood.
With a major portion of the
construction costs identified,
Taylor believes ground can be
broken for the new facility in
2022.
To support this project or
other Taylor initiatives, visit
taylor.edu/give.
echo@taylor.edu

What's the buzz
on campus?
The Dining Commons welcomes
30,000 bees for their new hives
Page 3
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Ken and Virginia Cornwall have donated $3 million
toward a new academic building.

Opinion: Iron
sharpens iron
Jakob Miller discusses political
disagreements, postures
Page 4

Brewing
community

Campus baristas talk coffee
and customers
Page 6

WALNUT CREEK COUNTRY MARKET!
80 EAST BERRY ST., UPLAND, IN 46989 765•998•1111

FARMSTAND PRODUCE, FRESH MEATS & BAKED GOODS

AUTHENTIC AMISH PRODUCTS

STAMPS! • BALLOON BOUQUETS! • ATM!
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Choros survey prompts student discussion
Group re-emerges
after pandemic
Mer Fenton
Staff Writer

Choros, a Taylor student
discussion group that is
re em ergin g af t er h av in g
dwindled during the pandemic,
has dedicated this semester to
listening to student perspectives
on their experiences with gender
and sexuality on campus based
on discussions guided by recent
survey results collected by
the group.
Senior Abby Wilson, the
president of the group, said she
is working with the results of the
anonymous all-campus survey
Choros distributed through
Taylor student announcements
where students were asked to
share their experiences with
gender and sexuality on Taylor’s
campus, and what they want
fellow students to know.
The 40 responses spanned
from topics such as womanhood,
asexuality and singleness on
campus, to more difficult issues
at Taylor issues such as gay and
transgender identies.
The survey closed with a
section for anyone who had
something they wanted to share
that didn’t fit into the categories
MONUMENTS continued from Page 1

formed the current discourse is
critical, Moeschberger said.
Moeschberger also highlighted
the importance of using a civil
rights trip to engage in Taylor’s
beloved community.
“We hope that Taylor is a
space where we can engage in
some of these conversations,”
Moeschberger said. “Sometimes
these experiential trips are a

listed to write what they wanted.
These responses have guided and
will continue to guide the group’s
discussions.
Wilson said she was very
pleased with the response to
the survey.
“I feel like people were really
honest, which is all we needed,”
Wilson said. “All we needed was
people to just tell us what they
thought and we could go from
there. I feel like people did share
things that they wouldn't have
been able to say otherwise.”
In the past, Wilson said she
has met people that want others
to hear their stories, but fear the
repercussions that would come
without anonymity.
Member and secretary of
Choros, senior Micah Mosse,
also said she feels a personal
importance for the surveys, and
hopes that they will generate
in-depth and compassionate
discussion amongst students.
“I think at Choros, and at
Taylor at large, we tend to discuss
gender and sexuality issues as
very abstract, far-away things,”
Mosse said. “These surveys
challenge that presupposition,
and let people know that these
issues are much closer to home
and personal.”
Choros’ Visions and Guidelines
document states that it seeks to

create a safe environment to hold
these conversations surrounding
sexuality and the way it intersects
with faith at Taylor, while
developing student leaders that
can love and serve all.
“The intent of the group is not
to champion a particular agenda,
perspective, or policy, but
rather to extend the university's
commitment to whole-person
formation within a nurturing
Christian community to issues
of sexuality,” the documents say.
Choros is not an official
student club of Taylor and
does not receive the funding or
administrative support of a club,
Wilson said.
Choros was founded in the fall
of 2011 as a private group after a
guest speaker of a world religions
week prompted students to
consider how they could follow
their convictions with civility. In
2012 it became an open forum
for campus student leaders at
Taylor who were inspired by
this and started meeting weekly
with Kevin Diller, professor of
philosophy and religion, and
other professors and faculty on
campus. Diller has remained the
faculty liaison of the group since
its inception.
Skip Trudeau, vice president
for Student Development,
confirmed this, saying, “Diller

does serve in this role.”
“Above pushing a certain
agenda, it is most important
to us that, through Choros,
(campus) recognizes) their Imago
Dei and feel loved and seen by
God,” their guideline document
states. “ We recognize that
Scripture encourages an attitude
of humility and faith seeking
understanding towards this end,
we seek to interact respectfully
with one another regardless of
any individual's perspective.”
Diller also defines Choros
as things it is not: an activist
group looking to change Taylor’s
policies, nor just a group for
LGBTQ+ individuals at Taylor.
In addition to helping Choros
define internally, he sees himself
as a liaison between Choros and
administration, to help advise
Choros in what face to put
forward and publicly advertise,
and to help administration
understand Choros’ goals.
“(The purpose of the group)
is to provide, as the Greek word
is supposed to indicate, open
space or safe space for dialogue
on the difficult conversations
around sexuality and gender and
within the shared framework of
Christian faith,” said Diller. “The
values and principles that guide
Choros are ones of gracious
discourse. And so it serves this

very helpful, educational space
in a place where people shy away
from conversation because of it
being loaded and personal, where
there's a lot of harm being done,
maybe in the name of Jesus.”
Over time, the group has
waxed and waned in size. Their
largest internal event hosted 20
people and their largest external
50, but by 2017 it was down
to three regular attendees. In
Wilson’s time as president, she
has seen the group shrink and
grow in relation to the pandemic.
Numbers are on the upswing
again, which excites her.
Currently, meetings are held
every other Thursday at 7
p.m. in the back of the Dining
Commons. Wilson encourages
everyone to come, regardless of

if they feel the group is personal
for them or not. Her hope is for
students to share their personal
experiences, ask questions, learn
about others’ experiences and
learn how to love each other
more through it.
“It’s not a commitment,”
Wilson said. “You can show
up just to try it out, or if you
are interested in a specific
topic. However, if you think
that the topic in general is
not applicable to you, I would
maybe push back on that a little
and say you probably know and
love someone who is affected
by these issues. So if you want
to know how to love those
neighbors, I think this could be
a good way to do that.”
echo@taylor.edu

really important way to grow
together and grow in other
ways where we can have
these conversations. This is
part of that idea of this social
space of reconciliation that
King talks about with the
beloved community.”
Junior Abbey Suess went on
the trip as a part of the Office of
Intercultural Programming.
Suess believes this opportunity

is an amazing way to learn about
the difficult but necessary work
that individuals did together to
fight for and demand equality.
She also said that it is important
to celebrate minorities and
the beauty and culture of
their stories.
“It is very important to
acknowledge the suffering that
exists in black history in the
United States, and I hope this

trip also provides a place to
lament and recognize this, as
well as motivate everyone on the
trip to work toward an equitable
society starting with themselves,”
Suess said.
Taylor has been running civil
rights trips for the past 20 years.
There has been more emphasis
recently for these trips to happen.
“Civil Rights experiences are
helpful for all people and I would

recommend everyone consider
participating in one of the many
civil rights experiences, with the
help of generous friends of Taylor
University, we make available
each year,” Dyson said.
Faculty in th e hi stor y
department were first
taken on trips led by Steve
Messer, a now retired history
department professor, which
is how Moeschberger became

connected to it.
Students have had the
opportunity to go for 10
years now.
“This should be something at
Taylor that we embrace as part
of our intentional community,”
Moeschberger said. “It really
does connect with our historic
mission, but also with our
current perspective.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Choros is a discussion group focused on gender and sexuality.

Taylor reviews 25-Live
Mangan updates on
calendar project
Darin Jordan
Staff Writer

With all of Taylor’s clubs,
organizations, as well as collegiate
and intramural sports, there are
events that accidentally overlap
and others that are not well known.
To let campus know what is
going on, student body president
and senior Sarah Mangan hopes to
implement a campus calendar for
all events taking place on campus.
While Taylor currently uses the
platform 25-Live to schedule most
campus events, Mangan and Skip
Trudeau, vice president of Student
Development, both say it is not
very practical.
“It's very clunky, and not user
friendly; you can't set presets, if you
preset something the next time
you log on, it's not there. There's no
mobile app, there's no version that's
mobile friendly” said Mangan.
“The dream would be something
like a Google Calendar, where it's
very user friendly, customizable.”
The calendar Mangan hopes to
create should help prevent events
from being scheduled over each
other and to make students aware
of different events.

“Within Taylor, because we are
so community centered, people
can get stuck in their communities
and not see what's happening
campus wide,” Mangan said.
There are difficulties with the
implementation of this initiative.
One barrier is achieving a campuswide buy in. In order to ensure the
calendar is useful for everyone, all
the organizations on campus will
have to decide to work with it.
Choosing the most user-friendly
software is another essential. At
the beginning of the semester it
was not clear what would happen
with the calendar, but with the
newly announced strategic plan of
the university, Taylor has decided
that this project will happen
at some point. One of the last
unknowns is how this calendar
will fit into the budget on the
strategic plan, this will affect what
software Taylor can afford to use.
The university has decided
to take on the project though,
and there is potential that the
calendar will be functioning next
fall according to Trudeau.
“It's not the first time we've
talked about it, but I think Sarah
and TSO folks have done a really
good job, kind of putting it out
there,” Trudeau said.
echo@taylor.edu

Corrections
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In an article entitled “Open positions filled for upcoming school
year,” it was inaccurately stated that President Lindsay created the
Board of Visitors. The Board of Visitors has been active since 2007,
with an additional four members added this year. The online version of this article reflects the change.
An April 11 news story published in print and online April 11 about
a U.S. Supreme Court ruling involving Gordon College contained
factual errors. A revised story posted online at www.theechonews.
com Thursday, April 28, corrects those errors and provides additional context regarding the nature of the nation’s high court’s action.

Corrections Policy

The Echo strives to accurately report names, facts, information in all of its content. However, when errors do occur, the
newspaper stands ready to correct the error by publishing a
correction in a timely manner in both the print and online editions. If you notice an error, please bring it to our attention by
emailing: echo@taylor.edu
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A new community buzzes on campus
Co-Editors in Chief

30,000 bees find
their way to Taylor

Ellie Tiemens
Holly Gaskill

Managing Editor
Markus Miller

Amelia Bostick

News Editor
Kyla Russell

Features Co-Editor

A community is only as
strong as its buzz, and bees do
this best.
Since the earliest civilizations known to man, these
honey producing insects have
been silently showing their importance to not only the landscape, but the economy.
Besides scaring young children and buzzing around flowers, bees provide between $235
and $577 billion of the funds
needed for annual global food
production. In fact, some
plants, like almonds, rely almost entirely on the pollination from honey bees while
fruits like blueberries and watermelon would be incredibly
scarce without this help.
In addition to pollination,
we continue to use the byproducts bees leave behind in
a variety of ways. In addition
to wound dressing, honey has
been incorporated in lotions
and cosmetics while beeswax
has been used as a plastic, polish or candle.
According to the USDA, a
single colony of honey bees is
worth 100 times more to the
economy than the beekeeper, and Taylor now has three
of them.
The earliest beekeepers were
in Egypt, their cave paintings
depicting their specific process
of beekeeping.
The winged creatures became such an asset to life in
Egypt that they were soon
coined sacred. They began to
indicate political authority as
well as the power of the gods
they believed in.
Honey offerings would be
made to the political leaders
of the time and it was believed
that when Re the sun god cried,
his tears would turn into bees,
pollinating the earth beneath
him.
Honey was used as not only
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Junior Juniper Tucker and Director of Dining Services Nathaniel Malone pose in their bee suits.

a food but a medicine the people applied to wounds and
beeswax was a tool used for
mummification. Almost every
aspect of early Egyptian life included the bee and our modern
lifestyles here at Taylor continue to do so, in ways that might
not be noticed.
While the idea to bring bees
to Taylor has been in the minds
of students and staff for a few
years, this year, Creative Dining Service Sustainability Director, Janine Oberstadt, who
wears the hat of a beekeeper as
well, was able to provide Taylor with all the necessities for
establishing and maintaining
bees on campus, including the
hives, protective clothing and
over 30,000 bees.
Not only this but two chefs,
three students and Phil
Grabowski, assistant professor
of sustainable development,
were given the opportunity to
attend “bee school” where they
would learn the ins and outs

of the job.
“First, Janine ordered all that
we would need and Nathaniel
Malone brought it all to Taylor,”
Grabowski said. “Next, we all
went to a one day ‘bee school’
in Muncie in February to be
trained in beekeeping.”
After preparing the caretakers for these new residents,
preparing the land for them
was a process as well.
Ground near Randall had to
be approved to be leveled, pavers were put down to subdue
weed growth and cinder blocks
stacked to create a foundation
for the hives.
Once everything was ready,
the bees arrived all at once,
buzzing to see their new homes
and gardens. Each colony was
delivered in a different shoebox sized package containing
around 10,000 bees each, including a queen bee, and they
would not be decorating their
own rooms.
“We decided to paint the

hives to engage more students
and to help the bees know
which hive is theirs,” Grabowski said. “Otherwise they supposedly can drift between
hives, which is not ideal.”
To get the bees started on
their journey to provide the
greatest honey in Upland, the
beekeeping students, chefs and
Grabowski have fed the bees
sugar water. This mimics nectar, giving the bees a feel for
pollinating.
This only has to be done for a
week before the bees are given
free reign of the fruits and vegetables located by their hives
behind the Randall science
building.
“They (students) will hopefully be able to taste the honey
and eat the fruits and vegetables pollinated by the bees,”
said Grabowski. “We have apples, cherries and pears on
campus by Randall and the
vegetable garden and the bees
will help improve pollination.”

While it might take about
a year before the honey created by these bees is ready,
Grabowski hopes that Taylor
students will be able to recognize the great benefit these tiny
creatures give to campus and
their overall wellbeing.
Even the smallest of members of a community can create
an impact bigger than themselves and by caring for this
piece of God’s creation, Taylor
can become a brighter beacon
for Christ.
“For Taylor University, I see
the bees as part of a bigger picture of helping us all get more
connected with where our food
comes from, which allows us
to work towards shalom, restoring relationships with
God, each other and creation,”
Grabowski said. “Caring for the
bees and tasting the sweetness
of their labor is a privilege and
one example of stewarding creation to the glory of God.”w
echo@taylor.edu
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The Echo aims to represent the views of diverse
voices on Taylor University’s campus fairly and
without bias and to be a vehicle of accurate
and pertinent information to the student body.
The Echo also aims to be a forum that fosters
healthy discussion about relevant issues, acting
as a catalyst for change on our campus.
Corrections Policy: THE ECHO strives to
accurately report names, facts and information
in all of its content. However, when errors do
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Student journalists have published The
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Advancement team raises money for Taylor
A hidden team at
Taylor is hard at work
Sam Maurer
Staff Writer

One of the most important departments at Taylor University
performs behind the scenes.
Hidden on the second floor of
the Freimuth Administration
Building is a group that is responsible for fundraising for the
entire university. This is the Advancement team.
The Advancement team performs duties that affect every
Taylor student, whether they
realize it or not.
For example, the new film
and media building will be
built using money that the Advancement team raises through
fundraisers and conversations
with donors. They do this in
numerous ways, but their largest income comes from generous donors.
“A lot of our donors are former
parents, before they’re alumni,
you know, they have some connection to Taylor,” Advancement Content Developer Sara
James said.
Some of the other things the
Advancement team heads up include Giving Tuesday and I Love
TU week. Both of these events
bring in money for Taylor's annual fund or the Taylor Fund.
“The majority of our Taylor Fund money goes towards
students and scholarships,”
James said.
The Advancement team is
one of the teams that often goes

unnoticed. However, if they were
to stop doing their jobs, everyone would notice.
While they may not be in the
eyes of the students all the time,
they have a huge effect on Taylor students.
“Because the money I’m helping raise goes towards the Taylor Fund, which if we do our job
well like automatically, it will
take over $1,000 off of your tuition every year,” James said.
Within Advancement, there
are two different sections. One
is focused more on fundraising,
while the other section spends
more time on alumni and parent relations.
The goal is to keep our alumni
and parents active and let them
know what’s happening and
keep them connected to Taylor,
Executive Director of Development Kristie Jacobson said.
Within the two areas dedicated to fundraising, one focuses
mostly on donors who give annually or monthly.
“The other side is more concerned with major gifts of
$10,000 and above, so they have
people that go out on the road
and see our alumni and parents
in areas around the country and
work with them on larger gifts,”
Jacobson said.
There are five different regions
in the continental U.S. Within
each region, there is one person
who travels across their region
to meet with alumni, parents,
donors and other people who
care about Taylor.
As for the leadership of Advancement as a whole, Rex
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The Advancement team is helping put on “I Love TU Week.”

Bennett is the vice president for
university Advancement and David Ritchie is the executive director of campaigns. Mike Falder is
the associate vice president for
Advancement and is in charge of
planned gifts and Brad Yordy is
the executive director of alumni
and parent relations.
In the matter of what is on the
horizon for Taylor and the Advancement team, they are working on new projects like the new

film and media building, along
with the renovation of Odle Arena and the weight room upstairs.
“We’re starting to prepare for
a comprehensive campaign,” Jacobson said. “It’s not launched
yet but it’s something we're in a
phase where we’re working on
feasibility studies and kind of going through those steps we have
to go through leading up to an
actual campaign for the future.”
Although Advancement is run

by professionals, students are
also able to work in the department as well.
There are students that work
for the digital engagement team
and help fundraise through
phone and video.
Student ambassadors work for
alumni and parent relations and
help with Homecoming, commencement and hosting external visitors on campus.
The video team is made up

of film and media students who
assist with the videos that Advancement needs. Then there is
a graphic design and social support team who help push forward initiatives of Advancement
such as “Week of Giving” and
other needs throughout the year.
This is an extremely important
part of Taylor’s administration
that many people don’t notice.
Without the work of this team,
many students would be unable
to afford Taylor
“What makes Taylor Advancement so unique compared to our
secular peers is a deep commitment to our Christian mission,
a commitment shared by most
of our alumni, parents, and
friends,” Falder said.
While big gifts from donors
are impactful, Falder made sure
to add that everything makes
a difference.
“The collective impact of
thousands of $25, $50, $100 gifts
make a big impact and often are
accompanied by their earnest
prayers from our alumni, parents
and friends … prayers for you,
me, our students, our leaders,
for our mission to be furthered
for Christ and his purposes here,”
Falder said.
This group that helps the students of Taylor be able to afford
their tuition works hard for the
university and cares deeply for
the students.
“Don’t forget about us upstairs
in Freimuth like we're really nice
people who are serving the university just in ways that nobody
really notices,” James said.
echo@taylor.edu
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“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”
—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

Jakob Miller | Faculty Contributor
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I

n one notable study, researchers played clips
from a football game to fans.
To no one’s surprise, calls by
the referee for their team were
seen as right and fair. Calls
against their team? The referee was blind — or bribed.
That dishonesty is harmless in sports, but we’re about
to have a more consequential
matchup: midterm elections
will be here before you know it.
With an incoming blizzard of
political information inbound,
how can we avoid bias?
All too often, we assume we
can reason or learn our way
out. Another article, another podcast, getting better at
the science: that will save us
from self-deception. Research
doesn’t back this up, however, the better someone’s math
skills, the more likely they are
to make errors in their party’s
favor when asked to review
budget proposals.
Julia Galef, in “The Scout
Mindset,” writes that we have
two goals when deciding to accept a new piece of information

(whether we’re aware of it or
not). The first is an accuracy
goal — is this actually true?
The second, however, is a consistency goal — does this fit
with what we already believe
to be true?
That first goal is external
— subjecting our political beliefs to the outside world. The
second goal is internal and
self-serving: does believing this
save me from having to change
my mind, admit I might have
been wrong? James Druckman,
an American political scientist,
and others find that we seek
self-serving comfortable consistency far more often than
we seek truth. No wonder better math skills increase errors,
as in Jeremiah 17:9, our hearts
deceive us.
So are we doomed? Absolutely not. Scripture and science are in agreement on the
solution: community with others. Druckman finds that when
people are told they’ll have to
discuss their answers with
others, they become dramatically more accuracy seeking
and far less biased. Thinking
about others helps remove
our focus from ourselves. Nor

is this a call for us to ice-skate
over the conversational abyss
of politics on a crust of false
politeness. James Evans, a sociologist, found that groups of
people that had strong, honest
political disagreements vastly
outperformed groups that were
in total agreement at cognitive
tasks. Being around people we
don’t agree with makes us better. Haidt points out that stress
from disagreeing with friends
has positive psychological benefits,what he calls antifragility.
As Proverbs 27:6 puts it, “Faithful are the wounds of a friend...”
So this election, talk politics with someone who might
not agree with you. When they
challenge you, thank them
for dealing a faithful wound
to your ego — and do them
that same service. Above all,
love them no matter what
side they’re on. After all, "Iron
sharpeneth iron;
so a man sharpeneth the countenance of his
friend." (Proverbs 27:17)
Jakob Miller can be reached at
jakob_miller@taylor.edu

Ellie Tiemens | Co-Editor in Chief
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Sam Odell and Jack Miller participate in Sabbath rest.

The Apartments are dorms too

The Echo Editorial Board | Our View

Finding time for Sabbath rest
T

he Sabbath — a topic full
of theology, meanings,
questions and interpretations.
I t ’s o n e o f t h e Te n
Commandments, but it’s also
something that has changed both
in meaning and in appearance
throughout the biblical narrative.
Jesus, in Matthew, is seen redefining the meaning of Sabbath
and the purpose of it. When
Israel's religious leaders call him
out for what they believe qualify
as different charges of breaking
what the rules of the Sabbath
had become, Jesus responds with
the true meaning of Sabbath —
resting with God.
At Taylor, it can be difficult to
rest, let alone taking a whole day
of rest. We recognize that in our
own lives we have fallen short of
what the word of God says about
the Sabbath.
Even though we live in a
Christian community, school
responsibilities and social
responsibilities can often leave us
feeling as though taking an entire
day of rest is either unfeasible or
unbearable — how do we miss a
whole day of these things going on
around us?
“There’s an element of trust, at
least in my own practice, where
you’re having to trust that the
Lord take care of things that are
left undone,” Professor of Biblical
Studies Greg MaGee said. “Just
trusting that the weekly pause, in
the long run, is better. It’s a gift —
it’s built into creation.”
MaGee emphasized that this
could mean doing more on
Saturday, or giving up more time
during the week to make sure that
Sunday is a day for the Lord.
He said that this semester he
has focused on setting aside the

day each week, and has noticed a
pay-off.
“It’s easy to rationalize it away
— ’ok, I just need to get this work
done,’” MaGee said. “So this
semester, I just felt like ‘okay, I’m
gonna make it more of a habit in
my schedule, and it really has been
a blessing.’”
It can be hard to set such
boundaries –– especially when
you’re a Taylor student. However,
it’s clear both in scripture and in
the testimony of others that this
rest is something that has been
given to us by God and something
to be honored. Even if it can’t be
an entire day – being intentional
about setting aside work, school

The Sabbath is something
that is aimed to point towards Jesus. In a way, it’s
almost a symbol of restored
creation — living in harmony with our Lord.
and other responsibilities for a
time is crucial for our relationship
with the Lord and our community
with other believers.
Sophomore Caroline Monberg
said she decided to begin taking
a Sabbath last year, and has been
practicing Sabbath rest for over a
year now.
Monberg is a member of the
women’s soccer team and a STEM
major, so it’s been a challenge at
times.
“To take a Sabbath requires a lot
of intention and a rearrangement
of priorities,” Monberg said. “At
first, I really did not notice a
difference in taking a Sabbath,
but as it became a more regular
practice for me, Sundays started

to become my favorite day.”
Monberg highlighted the
phrase, “We do not rest from
work, we work from rest.” She
says she’s found that she has
done her best work in the time
following her Sabbath rest and
that she looks forward to that
time throughout the week.
It’s also important to distance
ourselves from the pressures
that the restrictions found
on Sabbath rest in the Old
Testament can put us. The
Sabbath is something that is
aimed to point towards Jesus.
In a way, it’s almost a symbol
of restored creation — living in
harmony with our Lord.
For some, doing things that
may have been defined as
“work,” are where they connect
most with creation and with
the creator. In the same way,
things that may seem restful,
oftentimes lead to stress or
worry. It’s important to do things
that allow for connection with
the Lord and rest within him.
So, even though it may be
difficult and a challenge, what
would it look like if we as a
Taylor community began setting
aside this day, for fellowship
with others and fellowship
with God?
“We live in a community that
talks about living a life that is
honoring to the Lord,” Monberg
said. “Taking a Sabbath is a very
tangible way to live out this
intention and serve the Lord
with your whole life.”
The opinions expressed in the
Our View represent the view of
The Echo student newspaper
Editorial Board alone, and not
the views of Taylor University.
echo@taylor.edu

Subscribe to The Echo
Receive a print edition in the mail for
$30/semester or $55 for a full year.
Email echo@taylor.edu or visit
theechonews.com for more information.
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The PAs and Hall Directors of Wolgie and Campbell share smiles at the lake

A different version
of community

T

he on-campus Apartments, Campbell and
Wolgemuth, are often lovingly
(or maybe not-so-lovingly) referred to as the “Campus Retirement Homes.”
The nickname conjures up
sad images of seniors sitting
on tattered couches in low-lit
rooms, silently cranking out
assignment after assignment,
surviving solely on ramen and
Greek’s Pizza leftovers and
waiting out their final days …
until graduation, of course.
Sounds of Samuel Morris
sh enanigans echo in th e
distance and Olson beach
bashes are fading memories.
Campus cats flock to their
doorsteps and remind the
residents that they aren’t as
young and fun as they used to
be.
Though the ramen part may
be valid, and campus cats really
do prefer the far north side of
campus, there’s truly more than
meets the eye when it comes
to living outside the dorms for
your senior year.
Senior Emily Bez moved to
Wolgemuth Hall from the fourth
floor of Bergwall because of her
student teaching job the first
semester of her senior year.
However, the opportunity to
curate a space that felt more
like home was an even bigger
draw.
“I like having a “home base”
because the apartment feels
way more like home than the
dorms ever did,” Bez said. “I
loved living in the dorms, but
the transition to the apartment
was a great step to prepare for
life beyond Taylor.”

With full kitch ens and
non-communal showers, the
Apartments trade the type of
community that the Dining
Commons and communal
showers bring for a certain
amount of adult-autonomy.
As a Personnel Assistant
in Wolgemuth, I’ve seen first
hand the unique culture that
the Apartments create.
Th o u g h w e d o n’ t h o st
frequent pick-a-dates or have a
brother or sister floor, our team
strives to meet residents where
they are, and often with food.
Sometimes, this involves
reverse trick-or-treating to
bring treats to our residents’
doors; in other instances, an
Easter-egg hunt and brunch
or trivia night with snacks and
prizes brings a community of
stressed-out seniors together
for a bit of a break.
Wolgemuth Hall Director
Shelby Robbins wants campus
to know that this type of
community still happens in the
Apartments.
“We’re fun too!” Robbins said.
“I don’t want the rest of campus
to (have) the misconception
that we’re checked out, that
we’re disconnected, detached
from campus. I think we are
just as much a part of this
community, and we want
to participate in things on
campus. And we want others to
participate in the events we put
on when it’s open to the rest of
campus. We want to be seen in
that way. We’re fun too.”
In her two years as Wolgemuth
hall director, Robbins has seen
the Apartments be undervalued
unintentionally by the campus.
W hether through goofy
nicknames, assumptions that
the Apartments don’t want to

participate in campus-events,
or poster advertisements
devoid from our walls, it is clear
there is campus misperception
about the desire for community
still present in Wolgemuth and
Campbell.
Bez said that the biggest shift
in living out of the dorms is the
community and intentionality
with others.
“You have to be a lot more
intentional to find community
and spend time with friends by
working around schedules, not
just popping into their dorm
room down the hall to see if
they are there,” Bez said.
While this takes more effort
on the part of the 132 people
living here, the desire for
intentional community remains
strong.
It also takes a certain level
of intentionality for the rest
of campus to reach beyond
misperceptions and embrace a
different version of community.
“(The staff has) all been
passionate about trying to
make ourselves more known
through events, through social
media and things like that, and
I think it’s improved this year,”
Robbins said. “Just since we’re
on the North side of campus
and we’re seniors and about to
graduate and not living in the
residence halls, we’re still part
of campus and still part of the
community.”
Follow the Apartments on
In st a g ra m @
tuapartments
to learn more
about the real
community we
have to offer.
Ellie Tiemens can be reached at
ellie_tiemens@taylor.edu
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Theatre finishes production season with ‘Annie’
Final show
celebrates positivity
Danielle Pritchard
Staff Writer

Editor’s Note: The following article is reprinted from the April 25,
2022 edition.
Taylor Theatre will be performing “Annie” alongside young community members, conveying the
importance of positivity in the
midst of darkness.
This was the final performance
by the Theatre this school year,
presented from April 29-May 1.
The production will run during
the following weekend, May 6-8.
The Friday and Saturday showings are at 7:30 p.m. with a matinee on both Sundays at 2 p.m.
The play’s cast is one of the
largest in Taylor Theatre’s recent
history with ensembles typical to
Broadway supporting almost every sequence. Audience members
can look forward to fully choreographed sequences, once again
instructed by Jennifer Wolcott, a
Taylor alumna (’08).
Sophomore James Eibel, acting
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Taylor Theatre held its opening performance of
“Annie” in Mitchell Theatre on April 29.

in his first full-length performance, found Wolcott and the
other directors made rehearsal
a learning environment for the
cast.
“Wolcott is an excellent teacher. She’s easy to talk to, down to

earth,” Eibel said. “We have amazing directors working with us. I
have learned so much.”
Being such a large-scale production with such a significant
range in age allows the typical Taylor cast to interact with

younger children as co-stars.
Some found that the community youth were the source of a lot
of the cast’s joy, unburdened by
college stress and excited to join
older cast members.
“They are sunshine,” Eibel said.
“In the story and on stage, they
helped us continue smiling even
in the dismal.”
Freshman Emma Claire
Jones agreed.
“It’s been a blast,” Jones said. “I
have really liked getting to know
the kids, and since I’m (playing)
an orphan, I get to interact with
them a lot more than most of the
cast, and it’s been fun.”
While its junior version is a staple for young actors performing
for their middle school peers, the
original “Annie” musical carries
an optimistic message for a more
mature audience. Those working
with Taylor Theatre have not let
their ages interrupt the content
of their performances.
“(The young actors) take what
they’re doing very seriously,” Eibel
said. “At a collegiate level, you expect a certain level of quality and
seriousness, and those kids have

definitely taken that on.”
Based upon a much older
poem, “Little Orphan Annie”
written by James Whitcomb Riley, the girl herself first appeared
with her caretaker Warbucks and
dog Sandy in a series of comics
begun in the 1920s. Intended for
adult readers, the narrative was
primarily political, acting as a
social commentary for almost
a century before it was canceled
in 2010.
As a popular comic and character, “Annie” took on many revolutions in medium but preserved
Annie’s upbeat outlook despite
her circumstances. Most recreations of her story place her
in New York during the Great
Depression, which is when the
comic was most influential, encouraging others to put on a
smile.
Taylor Theatre will be taking
up “Annie” as their second musical this year. For both Eibel and
Jones, this was their first. While
Jones was familiar with “Annie”
prior, she was unaware of how
heavy the material was.
“I get into the story and I’m

putting myself in the shoes of
an orphan in the 1930s and it’s
painful and hopeless,” Jones said.
“This show is so much about tomorrow and hope but in the
midst of such despair.”
The Broadway rendition, first
performed in 1977, preceded the
film and television adaptations,
establishing the iconic track still
remembered today. The music
and lyrics, written by Charles
Strouse and Martin Charnin respectively, are iconic and supported by a range of age groups.
Despite the setting of the show,
an uplifting message is ultimately preserved. Jones saw a connection between Christian living and
Annie’s goal. Paul remaining joyful in his letters to the Philippians, despite being trapped in
prison, is reflected by the orphans in “Annie” who continue
to celebrate, retaining their joy
despite hardship.
“It’s really interesting to see
Annie’s optimism in the midst of
all the brokenness around her,”
Jones said. “There’s a lot more to
it than just smile, darn ya’, smile.”
echo@taylor.edu

Boren Art Gallery opens inside Helena Memorial Hall
New space
encourages conversation
Will Riddell
Staff Writer

Friday, April 22 marked the end
of a project that took years to complete. President Michael Lindsay
was in attendance, along with former Taylor University presidents
Eugene Habecker, Lowell Haines
and Paige Cunningham. Each had
played a pivotal role in this undertaking, and now they were soaking
up the celebratory atmosphere inside Helena Memorial Hall.
At 4:43 p.m., Bill Anton’s “A
Step Ahead of Winter” was unveiled to a round of applause. The
Boren Art Gallery was officially up
and running.
“It’s been a long time and process,” Special Assistant to the President Ron Sutherland said. “When
you see something that took so
long to come to fruition, it’s especially rewarding.”
The Western and Native American art collection of Leland and
LaRita Boren includes over 500
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The museum held its opening ceremony during
the final Taylor 175 event on April 22.

quality pieces, and they range
from vivid oil and watercolor
paintings to bronzes. The subject
matter ranges from portraits of
Native Americans to the wild, untamed vistas of the West.

John Vanausdall, who is the
president and chief executive officer of the Eiteljorg Museum, was
present for the opening of the gallery. The Eiteljorg Museum is located in Indianapolis, and it also

focuses on Western and Indigenous art. For Vanausdall, just the
sheer size of the collection is worthy of recognition.
“(Leland and LaRita) put together extraordinary works, and
when they really liked an artist,
they would buy multiples of that
artist,” Vanausdall said. “Imagine
a private collection of 500 works;
it’s extraordinary.”
According to Vanausdall, Western art is popping up at more and
more galleries across the country.
It’s no longer the case that destinations like the Eiteljorg Museum or the Autry Museum in Los
Angeles are the only places dedicated to authentic Western masterpieces. The Boren Gallery is
proof of that.
Vanausdall also pointed out
that this style of art has a special
ability to connect with viewers. It’s
an ability that some genres lack.
“Almost every one of these
paintings tells a story,” Vanausdall
said. “And the artist doesn’t necessarily reveal to you what that story
is, but you can make your own story out of what you’re looking at.”

With the Boren Art Gallery now
just a short walk away from Metcalf, the art scene, here at Taylor
and throughout Grant County,
continues to grow.
For Gallery Director Kenton
Stiles, Helena Memorial Hall
will not only serve as a space to
appreciate great art, but it will
also be dedicated to nurturing, educating and engaging the
community.
“The future at this point is unlimited,” Stiles said. “It’s just finding ways to get people in at a
time when a lot of schools don’t
have the opportunity to do field
trips anymore.”
The gallery includes a classroom on the third level, with the
plan being that it will host students at all levels. Aside from
Taylor University, Grant County
is home to a number of schools
ranging from elementary to higher education.
“Something that the Taylor art
department was really adamant
about is that when we take this
project on, it needs to be educational,” Stiles said. “We want a

Senior Fine Arts Feature

Events
Global Ensemble
Concert

A feature on Madison Howland

May 3, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
SHM Butz-Carruth
Recital Hall

Author Bio: Madison Howland is a senior English Education major who is passionate about
cultivating spaces of warmth, and home. Her family situation is definitely complex (ask
her friends and fiancé Robert, and they’ll tell you how hard it is to keep them all straight),
but it gives her a unique perspective on life that she wouldn’t trade for the world.

“Blend”
contemplating the menu.
People don’t tend to think about the realities of a blended family, as it’s called. I’ve never quite resonated with that term, ‘blended.’ ‘Blended’ implies that there’s a cohesion, a synergy. Like a raspberry-blueberry smoothie. All that dusty blue and dazzling pink melding into a gorgeous mauve, each
flavor contributing equally and in complete harmony with the other. In reality, it’s more like a weekold multi-layer salsa dip which has been pierced and mutilated by so-many tortilla chips. There are
too many distinct layers to keep track of, each one its own world of color and shape and flavor, yet
with seemingly random points of intrinsic, immutable connection where all of them mix together.
If you were to try to blend them, it’d be something honestly horrifying, a culinary disaster, yet if you
tried to separate the layers completely, you positively couldn’t—they’re all part of each other. Even if
you tried to scrape off the slightly-odd tasting top bit, or to maybe get rid of the weirdly dis-colored
slice in the middle, you could never quite get rid of all the flavor. That’s what my ‘blended family’ is
really like. Which is why I must walk down the aisle this June with a father on each arm, one biological, the other my step-father, to the blushing wonder of our more conservative attendees.
choosing the order of procession.
It wasn’t the easiest conversation to have. Neither could really shake the feeling that they ought to
be the only one. But I think they knew in their heart of hearts that it could not only be them. My father held me in the hospital, was the sole witness of my first words (“Touchdown!”), shared hours of
music with me in front of our old patch-work garage. My other father taught me to cook with lots of
butter and made me take out the trash and spent dozens of afternoons watching terrible 80’s movies with me on the purple living couch. I’ve been formed by each, I couldn’t pretend otherwise. It
would be like trying to pull myself apart, or to partition off my soul.
walking down the aisle.
I’ve never actually touched both the same time. It makes sense, as they don’t really have much opportunity or inclination to spend time together, yet it seems strange to me in this moment.
Now I take their arms and loop them in my own, one after another, and feel my worlds conjoining
in an imperfect yet magnificent dance. I look ahead at the half-parted sandstone curtains, toward
the waiting eyes, the tapping feet, the rows of polished shoes and clouds of perfume and chittering
children. I search in the eyes of one, then the other, to find the pride that I’ve been longing for, craving for all these years, and I find it rising beneath the surface—present this whole time, yet for the
first time recognizable to me.
And so, one on my right and one on my left, I walk towards the future like a golden flood.

classroom. We don’t just want it
to be art for art’s sake and that’s
the end of the dialogue.”
Vice President for Intercultural
Leadership and Church Relations
Greg Dyson has already been in contact with Stiles in order to discuss
how the gallery can impact students
and different groups on campus.
Taking in the scene of students,
grandparents and faculty on the
third floor, former president Cunningham reflected on how Helena Memorial Hall was the perfect
home for the Boren collection.
“It’s just a beautiful setting to
display an incredible collection;
a very focused collection of art,”
Cunningham said.
The Boren Art Gallery was a
project that spanned many years
and multiple changes in leadership; however, the gallery serves as
a reminder that all involved persevered to turn dreams into reality.
“Now, the whole collection is
here in a space designed for art,
and I think (the Borens) would say,
‘Well done,’” Cunningham said. “...
I think they’d love it.
echo@taylor.edu

Jazz Ensemble &
Combo Concert

May 5, 7:30-9:00 p.m.
Rediger Chapel

Women’s Chorus
Concert

May 6, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
SHM Butz-Carruth
Recital Hall

“Annie”

May 6 & 7, 7:30 p.m.
May 8, 2:30 p.m.
Mithcell Theatre

Senior Recital,
Abi Kerr & Delaney
Strash
May 7, 7:30-9:00 p.m.
SHM Butz-Carruth
Recital Hall

Chikako Sloan’s
Piano Studio Recital
May 7, 9:30-11:00 p.m.
SHM Butz-Carruth
Recital Hall

TU Orchestra
Concert
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Senior Madison Howland loves teaching students
about the wonders of English.

May 8, 6 p.m..
Rediger Auditorium
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Brewing community
Jumping Bean drinks give
insight into Taylor culture
Clara Elffers
Staff Writer

From iced coffee energy boosts
to warm chai with friends,
The Jumping Bean is the ideal
place to convene for coffee and
community.
“There were a couple of baristas that I started talking to when
I would come, and I would always
order an iced Pick-A-Date, and so
people started to figure out who
I was,” senior Kate Johnson said.
“I formed bonds with the people here, and they would tell me
about how wonderful this job is.”
Johnson applied to work at
The Bean the summer before
her sophomore year. She is now
a senior barista who enjoys meeting new regulars, along with
her coworkers.
Some drinks, such as secret
menu drinks, are kept alive by
the regulars who order them and
spread the word to others. One
such drink is the Vanilla Undertow, a favorite of Jeffry Cramer,
associate professor of computer
science and engineering.

“It’s less of a sip drink, and
more of an experience drink,”
sophomore Sophie Recknagel
said. “It’s vanilla syrup, so it’s
sweet. Then it’s cold, because it’s
got half-and-half cream, and then
you very gently pour espresso on
top. And then you drink it all in
one chug or gulp.”
Other Taylor students and professors have simpler drinks that
they order consistently.
Title IX Coordinator Jesse
Brown is a faithful patron at The
Bean.
“I always know Jesse Brown will
come in and get a small Americano with honey, and he gets it in
his own little mug,” junior Hannah Cherry says. “Being able to
predict the drink before they
even order it is just super fun
for me.”
According to Johnson, the most
popular specialty drink orders
that come from students, faculty and alumni are the We Covenant, Joe Freshman and Fika.
The contents of these drinks
certainly make them special, but
part of the charm of The Jumping Bean drinks is their unique
names.
“A lot of the specialty drink

names will just pull from different aspects of Taylor culture,”
Cherry said.
Though some may be more
self-explanatory, such as the
Clive Staples (named after the
much beloved C.S. Lewis), not
all of the drink names are clear.
One story behind the name
of the the We Covenant, often
shortened to “WeCov,” is that it
gets its name from Taylor’s Life
Together (or “We”) Covenant.
The blended peanut butter chai
with vanilla syrup has many devoted fans.
“I get so many alumni who
come back and are like, ‘I had a
WeCov when I was a freshman at
Taylor, and it changed my life!’”
Cherry said.
One of Recknagel’s go-to orders is an iced vanilla “Faith For
All Seasons.” The drink’s name is
a nod to a book by Ted Dorman
that students read when they
take Historic Christian Belief.
Another drink name that takes
inspiration from Taylor life is the
Pick-A-Date: a mocha with dark
and white chocolate. Originally
called the Pick-A-Date Pick-AMate, its name was shortened
so that visitors would not get

Photograph provided by Kaelynn Shultz

Junior Gabby Burke enjoys her role as a barista at The Jumping Bean.

an impression of aggressive dating culture.
“I will drink an iced pick-adate every day until I die,” Johnson said.
“Joe Freshman” is a name given to incoming students who are
clearly new to campus. But it is
also the name given to a caramel vanilla coffee from The Bean,
served hot, iced or blended — a
safe option for newcomers, and
an enduring favorite of upperclassmen and alumni.

According to Cherr y, the
“Bigger Swimming Pool Fund”
is a joke about how tiny Taylor’s swimming pool is. The “TU
Segway One” has similar roots,
but it also has traces to an actual
fundraiser that once took place.
“There were people who tried
to raise money to get Segways
here at Taylor, so that’s what we
named our drink,” Johnson said.
If none of these specialty drinks
strike your fancy, no sweat — you
can customize your drink order

to your heart’s content.
“I love making the regular
drinks, but I also love when people give you funky orders,” Recknagel says. “And then you get to try
it too and be like, ‘Oh! This person
just created the next best drink.’”
And who knows, if you order
it enough and word gets around,
it may become the Bean’s newest secret menu drink, completed,
of course, with a uniquely Taylor name.
echo@taylor.edu

Finding moms in Taylor’s classrooms
Professors share their
experiences being mothers
Leah Ryg

L&T Co-Editor
Being a mother is a full-time job.
Many mothers have two full-time
jobs. Many faculty and staff at Taylor are also mothers. Children come,
and with them comes the responsibility of another life to raise, teach
and love.
I got the opportunity to talk to two
professors at Taylor who are mothers — Donna Downs, associate professor of communication and Kara
Riggleman, assistant professor of social work.
Downs, known among her students as the “mom” of the Public Relations department, began working
at Taylor in 1987 when her sons were
one and four years old. At first, she
saw the title of “mom” in a negative
light, almost as if it was communicating she wasn’t academic enough.
But as the name stuck, she realized
that being a mom was one of her
greatest blessings. Teaching her children was truly an important role in
her life, and after understanding this,
she saw the term “mom” as something she was not only okay with, but

Photograph provided by Donna Downs

Donna Downs, associate professor of
communication, balances her roles as a mom and a professor.

a title she was proud to hold.
Being a mom impacts Downs’
teaching as she is constantly trying to care for her students as if they
were her own children. She has seen
students be impacted by her unrelenting care so much that they strive
for excellence in their class work because they don’t want to disappoint
her. She loves her students, holds

them accountable to learn and desires to see them grow.
“I try to treat them as I’d want professors to treat my own children,”
said Downs. “I also encourage them
as they grow into adulthood to love,
appreciate and honor their own parents, because taking responsibility at
home is a part of adulting.”
Downs would like to share with

Modern Solutions Required

Everyday generosity
in action
Katie Pfotzer
Staff Writer

When I think of the moment I
learned the most about generosity, I think about snow.
I love snow. Maybe it’s the fact
that I didn’t see much of it growing up in California or maybe it’s
because I don’t have a windshield
to scrape the ice off of. But either
way, the idea of a day full of snowman-building, snowball fighting
and snow angel-making fills me
with Christmas morning joy.
But in years like last year, we
make it past January without
seeing a good snow. It makes me
nervous, even while others may
rejoice that the roads stay clear
and the weather stays mild.
When I expressed my wish for
snow, my friend, senior Bailey
Miles, encouraged me to ask God.
But I wasn’t sure God wanted me
to bother Him with something so
small, and what if it was inconvenient for other people?
“Katie, I think God wants to
give you snow,” Miles said.
One timidly worded prayer and
48 hours later, there was over a

foot of snow on the ground. It felt
like a gift.
This is one, somewhat silly example. But this memory is one I
revisit because of its significance
to me. What I took away from this
experience was a greater understanding of God’s heart — that
like a good parent, God does not
want to deprive us of blessings.
I think 2 Corinthians 9:6-8
summarizes the idea of generosity well.
“Remember this: Whoever sows sparingly will also reap
sparingly, and whoever sows generously will also reap generously. Each of you should give what
you have decided in your heart
to give, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves a
cheerful giver. And God is able to
bless you abundantly, so that in
all things at all times, having all
that you need, you will abound in
every good work.”
The last thing I want to do is to
stray into prosperity gospel. No
matter what the televangelists
say, faithfulness will not guarantee wealth.
But there is also a temptation
to swing so far away from the
prosperity gospel that we deny
God’s blessings altogether. By

doing so, we project a stinginess
onto God and often end up reflecting that in our relationships
with others.
“I think (generosity) is an outpouring of love,” Associate Professor of Creative Writing Dan
Bowman said. “Love is a thing
that I’m obsessed with and I
think about the most as a Christian. That should seem obvious,
but it’s not to other people because other people think about
theology — they think about being correct.”
What Bowman gets at is the
heart of this principle. Generosity is not an intrinsic trait, it is
not something we have or don’t.
It is something that increases as
we grow in loving God and loving others.
All of our interactions with
people are influenced by the
heart behind them. This is what
James 2:26 means when it tells us
that faith without works is dead.
Our witness is only as strong as
the reflection of God’s love in our
actions towards others.
“Generosity is a necessary outpouring of that love,” Bowman
said. “So if you feel like you’re
on the ground asking God for
the strength to love the people

young people, especially young parents, that time flies.
“Aside from what Jesus has done
for me, being a mother is my greatest blessing in life. Now at 63, I realize
how fast life runs away from us,” said
Downs. “There’s no going back, no
doing it over,” There is a quote from
Mother Teresa that says, “If you want
to change the world, go home and
love your family.”
Downs worked hard and worked
well at Taylor, but being a professor wasn’t the only place Downs
poured her life and energy into; being a mom came first.
“If we spend all of our time outside
our homes, we’ll never have the impact we would hope to have on our
children,” Downs said.
Kara Riggleman became a professor when her oldest, Leah, was seven, middle son, Levi, was three and
youngest, Lewis, was an infant.
Similar to Downs, she has seen
that being a mom has impacted her
experience as a professor.
“I think being a mom makes me
a much more empathic teacher.
When a student is struggling with
something, I often think about how
I would want someone to respond to
my child if she was in a similar situation. I try to be the professor I would

want for my children to find in the
classroom,” Riggleman said.
Because she is a mother, she has
seen her experience as a professor
as something she can’t always fully engage with the extracurricular
activities that are presented to the
university. She said there are many
opportunities for wonderful things
to participate in, but she sometimes
needs to turn things down due to the
demands of motherhood.
“The implications of this are not
only that I miss out on social events
though, I think working moms miss
opportunities for promotion, resume
development and career advancement because of the demands they
face,”Riggleman said.
Riggleman wants to encourage
working moms that they are doing
great work. And there are certain
events that may need to be missed
when working and raising kids on
both ends, but to not feel bad and to
do the best they can with the time
they have.
“One thing that helps is to focus
on the things that make me feel like
a good mom and do those well,” Riggleman said. “If reading to your kiddo
at night makes you feel like a good
mom, or doing a special baking project, do that and knock it out of the

park! Then, try to let the other stuff
go when you can,”
“I wish I could buy every mom in
my life a massage and a cup of coffee
and tell her that she’s just the person
her kiddos need,” Riggleman said.
Both Downs and Riggleman want
to encourage mothers that they are
doing good work and not to be too
hard on themselves.
There are children that are born to
you, but there are some who appear
to you in class or in life. Taylor students are only in the care of professors for a short amount of time, but
in that time, professors teach, share
wisdom and give advice to the children they have for a moment. Both
professors who are moms and those
who are not have an equal opportunity to make a difference in the lives
of students.
As Mother’s day is upon us,
remember to call your mom or
someone who has cared for you
and been a mother figure in your
life. Thank her for who she is to
you, for the sacrifices she made for
you. And next time you see a professor who is also a mom, thank
her too for spending some of her
time away from her children to
pour into you.
echo@taylor.edu

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Submit to the Echo’s
Top Tweets of the week
by tweeting using the
hashtag “#TaylorU” for a
chance to be featured!
Mer Fenton
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Katie Pfotzer and friends enjoy a snow day.

around you, it is going to manifest as generosity in some sense
because that’s what self sacrifice
is.”
Generosity is holding every
blessing with open hands, inviting others to partake in the lavish
riches of God’s grace.
That may manifest as costly generosity, like in the case of
the Good Samaritan or the early
church sharing everything they
had with each other (Acts 2:44).
But generosity can also cost
comparatively little. An act of
generosity can be as simple as
stopping to have a conversation

when you are in a rush, giving someone the benefit of the
doubt or extending grace when
the rules do not force you to.
At this point in the semester, many can feel like they have
reached their limit. You may be
experiencing generosity fatigue.
So how does this compare
with the necessity of loving others well? The key is balance and
understanding. We are not necessarily called to grand gestures.
But you might be surprised
how far even a single snowflake
can go.
echo@taylor.edu

@fenton_mer

My effort to singlehandedly make Closer
(2004) a #taylorU
cult-classic amongst
the writing majors is
frankly, one of my bigger
accomplishments of my
college career.

Daniel Bowman Jr.
@danielbowmanjr
The semester is nearly
done & there’s a lot I
screwed up or didn’t
accomplish but I did
develop an autistic life
hack that lets me get in
and out of the Student
Center in record time with
minimal human contact.
#UnintentionalCommunity
#TaylorU
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Crosswords
Across

1 Former Yankee slugger,
familiarly
5 Barrel of laughs
9 “Joy of Cooking” writer
Rombauer
13 Take away
15 Skeleton prefix
16 Is sorry about
17 *Chilled caffeinated drink
19 __-lock brakes
20 Pt. of HDTV
21 __ facto
22 “Moby-Dick” ship
24 Slim woodwind
26 Not well
27 “Star Wars” pilot Dameron
28 *Cold War barrier
32 Blueprints
33 Orderly
34 Comply with
38 Frying liquids
39 Holy book
40 Small valley
41 Ward on “FBI”
42 Brazilian berry
43 Medicinal units
44 *Close-knit, influential
group
47 Legal org.
50 Lummox
51 Peters out

Across

1 Prickly desert plants
6 Oolong and rooibos
10 “The Problem With
__”: documentary about
Indian stereotypes on
“The Simpsons”
13 In order to
14 Puts on edge
16 Springs for dinner
17 “Almost!”
18 Distant
19 “Gorillas in the Mist”
animal
21 Answering to
22 Bargain hunter’s event
26 Dairy farm animal
27 Majestic homes
32 As good as it gets
36 News inits.
37 __ Beds National
Monument
38 Rush hour woe
42 Actress Falco
43 “I’m __ ears!”
44 Iona College athletes
45 Major plot twist in “The
Wizard of Oz”?
47 Happy __ clam
49 Lingers
55 Permit
59 Syst. with hand gestures
60 Away from shore
61 Items found on library

shelves, and what are literally found in each set of circled
letters
64 Ludicrous
66 Response to someone saying 65-Down, perhaps
67 Hairstyle that may be
maintained by a professional
“loctician”
68 Had a bite
69 Relay race segments
70 “R u for real?”

Down

1 Resort island in the Ionian Sea
2 First-stringers
3 __ City: Baltimore’s
nickname
4 Skin art, for short
5 “We’re on!”
6 Melodies
7 Roxy Music co-founder
Brian
8 “__-Man and the Wasp”
9 Title with a “II,” maybe
10 Passionate
11 Transportation Secretary
Buttigieg
12 Icon tapper
13 Polaris or Betelgeuse
15 Part of RBI
20 Chapel bench
23 Rights advocacy org.

24 Datebook entry: Abbr.
25 Wild animal’s home
28 Communications code
word for “A”
29 Casual eatery
30 Really, really bad
31 Biological pouches
32 “Rhyme Pays” rapper
33 Knucklehead
34 Dubai dignitary
35 “Right on!”
36 http follower
39 “And here it is!”
40 Musk of SpaceX
41 Seaweed gelatin
46 “Can’t be helped”
47 Pack animal
48 Light lunches
50 “Oh my gosh!” reactions
51 Fertile desert spots
52 Garden-variety
53 Square
54 Both parents, in some
families
55 “Mamma Mia!” pop
group
56 Boor
57 Only
58 Approved, briefly
62 Word before a maiden
name
63 Really grooved on
65 “It’s c-c-cold”

52 Tearjerker featuring Anna
Chlumsky in her feature-film
debut
54 Ceramics oven
56 “__ the season ... “
59 Radar screen spot
60 *English name of a West
African republic
63 Refrain syllables
64 Majorino of “Veronica Mars”
65 Cosmetician Lauder
66 Meadow moms
67 Affirmative votes
68 Pass (through) slowly

Down

1 In the thick of
2 Risotto grain
3 Part of the Three Musketeers’ credo
4 Lemon
5 NFL officials
6 The 411
7 “__ of Girls’ Things”: poem
by Sharon Olds
8 Metal tab that protects a
shoe
9 Baghdad’s country
10 Accumulate, as charges
11 “Same here!”
12 “All kidding __ ... “
14 Descendants

18 Oil cartel acronym
23 “Riverdale” actor Goree
25 Tiny potted tree
26 Slanted, as a typeface
28 1970s tennis star Nastase
29 Worldwide humanitarian gp.
30 Concrete-reinforcing rod
31 “Sorry, can’t help ya”
32 Spots to buy stamps:
Abbr.
35 Mid-American Conference university in Indiana
36 Actress Fanning
37 “Of course!”
39 Triteness
43 Royal son
45 Fin. neighbor
46 In a lazy way
47 Saunter
48 Internal regulation for a
club
49 Nimble
53 Hoppy brews, briefly
54 Beer company based in
Hawaii
55 Some nest eggs, for short
57 Words of comprehension, and a phonetic hint for
the answers to the starred
clues
58 Dance move
61 “C’est la __!”
62 CIA predecessor
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Jung carries impressive legacy

A look into the AllAmerican’s career
Enoch Eicher
Staff Writer

Nicole Jung reminds one
of a patchwork quilt. She is
ethnically South Korean, has
lived in Bolivia since she was
three, and speaks with a soft
American accent due to attending Taylor University for
her collegiate education.
She grew up in Bolivia as
her South Korean parents
went there to join her missionary grandparents, and
work alongside them. Early memories of Bolivia for
Jung included swimming
in the local swimming pool
for countless hours as the
sun beat mercilessly on her
tanned frame and the scents
of freshly cooked bulgogi
wafting through the house.
Jung would have never
played golf if her grandfather had not bought her her
first golf clubs at age eight.
It was his dream that she
would play golf, a dream
that was fulfilled, but one
that he could not witness.
He died when she was ten,
without seeing her play
golf competitively.
Jung was a golf prodigy. So
much so that by age 13, she
was travelling internationally on her own to play in golf
tournaments, representing
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Jung is graduating as one of the most decorated Taylor athletes ever.

Bolivia. Her passport got
tattooed with visa stamps
from neighbouring South
American countries, and the
shelves of her room creaked
under the weight of her numerous trophies.
Her father had made that
shelf to house all the trophies that Jung won, but
his work was inadequate
— as the shelf, thoroughly
packed with trophies, could
not house the entirety of
Jung’s collection. International trophies sit alongside local tournaments;
Massive silver cups alongside brass plaques. However, her greatest victory was

not a tournament. In fact it
wasn’t a victory at all.
At the age of 13 Jung took
part in the Copa Los Andes.
It is the ultimate amateur
competition between the
countries that make up the
South American Golf Federation and is the sublimation of the team game, the
‘match play’ modality and
the competition through
36 daily holes, which combine to give the tournament
a unique character. She was
the youngest Bolivian member to play in the tournament, and she said that the
tournament was pivotal to
her learning to play in all

conditions, something that
served her well as she would
play in gruelling conditions
during her long and illustrious career.
Taylor wasn’t Jung’s priority when she looked for
universities to play golf at;
numerous D1 schools stood
ahead of the Upland institution. But numerous D1
schools rejected the golf
video-tape that Jung sent
to them, using terms like,
“ You aren’t what we are
looking for.” Terms that
stung Jung. Chancing upon
Taylor’s pamphlet one night
in her room, and on seeing
that they had a golf program, Jung sprung into action and emailed Golf Coach
Cam Andry. He welcomed
her into the program, albeit
over FaceTime — unique to
recruiting international student athletes.
Jung did not hit the ground
running at Taylor though, as
she struggled with friendships on the greens and
off it — going through a
tough first semester in the
dorms. She felt herself shutting people out and becoming more withdrawn. The
transition from the muggy, warm weather of Bolivia to the sharp, biting cold
of the Midwest didn’t help.
Thoughts of transferring to
Northern Illinois University crossed her mind, but her

parents and Coach Andry
urged her to complete the
year, and she complied — a
decision she is thankful for.
Fall changed to winter,
winter changed to spring
and as greenery began to
appear once again around
Taylor, so did Jung blossom.
“ When spring hit, it was
like boom, boom, boom,
boom, boom,” she said.
S h e clicked w ith h er
teammates, her roommate
Rachel Coers transferred
in and immediately bonded with her, and a trip to
Nashville helped the fledgling friendships deepen.
W hile at Taylor, Jung
competed in 51 events,
garnering 15 victories and
numerous accolades such
as being named to Ar nold Palmer Cup Watch
L i st , W G C A First -Team
All-American and NAIA All
American as she leaves as
arguably the most decorated women golfer at Taylor.
A fitting end to this chapter of Jung ’s life, is captured perfectly by Colleen
Hoover when she wrote, in
what is Jung’s favorite book
“It Ends With Us.” “Life is
a funny thing. We only get
so many years to live it, so
we have to do everything
we can to make sure those
years are as full as they
can be.”
echo@taylor.edu

MONDAY

Men’s Track & Field

5/5 Crossroads League Championships
5/6 Crossroads League Championships

Women’s Track & Field
5/5 Crossroads League Championships
5/6 Crossroads League Championships

Baseball

5/6 - 5/10 Crossroads League Tournament

Softball

5/4 - 5/6 Crossroads League Tournament

Women’s Golf

5/2 Crossroads League Championships 9 a.m.
5/2 Crossroads League Championships 9 a.m.

Scoreboard
Results from
Taylor Athletics

Softball
4/22 Bethel University W 5-2
4/22 Bethel University L 2-4
4/23 Marian University L 3-6
4/23 Marian University L 1-9
4/26 Mount Vernon L 2-3
4/26 Mount Vernon L 1-9

Woman’s Track & Field
4/23 Little State Championships 4th

Men’s Track & Field
4/23 Little State Championships 3rd

Baseball
4/23 Indiana Wesleyan W 11-1
4/23 Indiana Wesleyan L 5-9

Men’s Lacrosse
4/23 Lourdes University W 14-13

Men’s Golf
4/25-26 Crossroads League Championships 1st

Whatever it
takes to rake

How baseball stays
away from the slump
Will Riddell
Staff Writer

Sometimes it’s chewing
the watermelon bubblegum.
Sometimes it’s choosing the
bat. Sometimes it’s eating the
Chicken Bacon Ranch from
Subway.
Hitting a baseball is so hard
that players will do anything
and try everything to get
aboard. It doesn’t matter if it’s
in the Majors or right here in
Upland. Some are more superstitious than others, but
all are concerned with getting a knock.
“There’s a lot that goes on
in an at-bat that is hard to
appreciate until you get into
the box,” senior infielder Nick
Rusche said. “Just this past
weekend we saw a range of
fastballs from 78 to 92, and
some guy’s fastball moves one
way (while) some guy’s fastball moves another way.”
On top of that, Rusche
mentions that the hitter also
has to be ready for the slider, curveball and changeup.

Sometimes they have to be
ready for even more.
“I saw a dude throw a
knuckleball this weekend,”
Rusche said. “I don’t know if
I’ve ever seen anyone throw a
knuckleball in a game before.”
ESPN baseball analyst Tim
Kurkjian includes this anecdote from seven-time MLB AllStar David Wright in his 2017
book, “I’m Fascinated by Sacrifice Flies.” Kurkjian writes,
“‘When you’re in a slump, you
go to bed at night and you lie
there and your mind is racing and you think about everything imaginable: your bat
model … your bat size … your
pitch selection … how you are
wearing your pants,’ said Mets
third baseman David Wright.
‘But when you’re going good,
you can sleep very well. But
on the whole, I would say that
most Major League Baseball
players don’t sleep well at
night. The game is too hard.’”
The game is hard, but freshman infielder Mason David’s
bat makes it easier. Rusche
says he has used maybe four
or five different bats over the
course of the season. David’s
bat has been his favourite.
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Baseball is a sport full of rituals, some weird and unexplained.

“I switched for a weekend
because I didn’t like it, and
then I missed it, so I went
back to it,” Rusche said. “I
was like, ‘Man, I kind of miss
swinging that bat now.’”
David isn’t surprised.
“I kind of just sell (my bat)
like a salesman,” David said.
“‘This is the bat to use because it rakes. This is the one
that’s gonna get you the most
hits.’”
As of this writing, Rusche
currently leads the team in
doubles (19) and is tied for
the team lead in triples (2).

His current batting average
is .314.
David, in his first season at
Taylor, has logged 27 games
started already this season
and is top–ten on the team
in most major statistical
categories.
Before he suited up for high
school games at Bloomington South, David would go
to Subway and get a Chicken
Bacon Ranch. The chips had
to be jalapeno. The drink had
to be water. No exceptions.
While he still constantly watches over his bat (he

likes to take it with him back
to the locker area instead of
just leaving it in the dugout),
David admits that he’s mellowed out since high school
in terms of the superstitions.
“Most superstitions I’ve
strayed away from, just because I know that’s not determinant on how I play,”
David said.
Rusche says he’s never
been one to have too many
superstitions, but there’s
a reason why he’ll be digging through the bat bucket looking for David’s the

next time he goes to the
dish. There’s a reason why
the chips had to be jalapeno
for David. And there’s a reason why former MLB infielder Elliot Johnson was once
quoted as saying, “The hits
are in the watermelon gum.”
The baseball sinks, curves,
splits and comes in fast. If a
Subway sandwich — even if
it’s all in his head — gives a
player more control over the
world’s hardest game, you better believe he’s going to take it.
After all, anything for a hit.
echo@taylor.edu
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